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Guest LECTURE ON
‘INTEGRATION OF FOUR LANGUAGE SKILLS’
Army Institute of Education organized a guest lecture on “Integration of Four Language Skills” for the
students of B.Ed. batch 2017-19 & 2018-20 in the seminar hall on 08 October 2018. The resource
persons for the lecture were Prof (Dr.) Shakuntla Nagpal, Former Head, Department of Teacher
Education and Extension(DTEE), NCERT and Ms. Seema Sharma, a Research Scholar at University
of Delhi. Ms Deepshikha and Ms Honey Tiwari, AIE students of B.Ed. Batch 2018-20, introduced both
the resource persons to the audience. Thereafter Dr. Tania Gupta, Principal AIE, felicitated the
resource persons with a small token of appreciation.

(Dr. Tania Gupta, Principal AIE felicitating Prof. Shakuntla Nagpal, Former Head, DTEE, NCERT &
Ms. Seema Sharma, University of Delhi)

Prof. Shakuntla Nagpal, a teacher educator with more than four decades of experience in teaching
under-graduate and post graduate teachers, shared her insightful thoughts with the budding teachers.
In her discourse she discussed about the importance and necessity of four language skills i.e. LSRW
(listening, speaking, reading, writing), and also elaborated on how do they help in an individual’s
cognitive development. According to her a teacher must have command over the language to inspire
her students, and equal weightage should be given to all components of language.

An engaged audience at AIE during the lecture.

Prof. Shakuntla Nagpal addressing the
student-teachers.

The next session was taken over by Ms Seema Sharma. During her interaction with the students she
focused on the elements of communication, communication process, functions of communication and
communication fundamentals. Primary and sub-skills of language were also discussed at length. She
emphasized on effective communication among students and teacher.
The session was of immense utility for students to improve upon their communication skills.
Moreover, the lecture was interactive. It helped the students to build a positive attitude and motivated
them to achieve high success in life by honing their communication skills.

